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Abstract

Previous work introduced transition-based algorithms to form a unified architecture of parsing rhetorical structures (including span, nuclearity and relation), but did not achieve satisfactory performance. In this paper, we propose that transition-based model is more appropriate for parsing the naked discourse tree (i.e., identifying span and nuclearity) due to data sparsity. At the same time, we argue that relation labeling can benefit from naked tree structure and should be treated elaborately with consideration of three kinds of relations including within-sentence, across-sentence and across-paragraph relations. Thus, we design a pipelined two-stage parsing method for generating an RST tree from text. Experimental results show that our method achieves state-of-the-art performance, especially on span and nuclearity identification.

1 Introduction

A typical document is usually organized in a coherent way that each text unit is relevant to its context and plays a role in the entire semantics. Text-level discourse analysis tries to identify such discourse structure of a document and its success can benefit many downstream tasks, such as sentiment analysis (Polanyi and van den Berg, 2011) and document summarization (Louis et al., 2010).

One most influential text-level discourse parsing theory is Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988), under which a text is parsed to a hierarchical discourse tree. The leaf nodes of this tree correspond to Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs, usually clauses) and then leaf nodes are recursively connected by rhetorical relations to form larger text spans until the final tree is built. RST also depicts which part is more important in a relation by tagging Nucleus or Satellite. Generally, each relation at least includes a Nucleus and there are three nuclearity types: Nucleus-Satellite (NS), Satellite-Nucleus (SN) and Nucleus-Nucleus (NN). Therefore, the performance of RST discourse parsing can be evaluated from three aspects: span, nuclearity and relation.

To parse discourse trees, transition-based parsing model, which gains significant success in dependency parsing (Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre et al., 2006), was introduced to discourse analysis. Marcu (1999) first employed a transition system to derive a discourse parse tree. In such a system, action labels are designed by combining shift-reduce action with nuclearity and relation labels, so that one classifier can determine span, nuclearity and relation simultaneously via judging actions. More recent studies followed this research line and enhanced the performance by either tuning the models (Sagae, 2009) or using more effective features (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Heilman and Sagae, 2015). Though these transition-based models show advantages in the unified processing of span, nuclearity and relation, they report weaker performance than other methods, like CYK-like algorithms (Li et al., 2014, 2016) or greedy bottom-up algorithms that merge adjacent spans (Hernault et al., 2010; Feng and Hirst, 2014).

In such cases, we analyze that the labelled data can not sufficiently support the classifier to distinguish among the information-rich actions (e.g., Reduce-NS-Contrast), since there exist very few labelled text-level discourse corpus available for training. The limited training data will cause unbalanced actions and lead to the problems of data sparsity and overfitting. Thus, we propose to use the transition-based model to parse a naked dis-
course tree (i.e., identifying span and nuclearity) in the first stage. The benefits are three-fold. First, we can still use the transition based model which is a good tree construction tool. Second, much fewer actions need to be identified in the tree construction process. Third, we could separately label relations, which needs careful consideration.

In the second stage, relation labels for each span are determined independently. Prior studies (Joty et al., 2013; Feng and Hirst, 2014) have found that rhetorical relations distribute differently intra-sententially vs. multi-sententially. They discriminate the two levels by training two models with different feature sets. We take a further step and argue that relations between paragraphs are usually more loosely connected than those between sentences within the same paragraph. Therefore we train three separate classifiers for labeling relations at three levels: within-sentence, across-sentence and across-paragraph. Different features are used for each classifier and the naked tree structure generated in the first stage is also leveraged as features. Experiments on the RST-DT corpus demonstrate the effectiveness of our pipelined two-stage discourse parsing model.

2 Our Method

Our discourse parsing process is composed of two stages: tree structure construction and relation labeling. In this work, we follow the convention to use the gold standard EDU segmentations and focus on building a tree with nuclearity and relation labels assigned for each inner node.

2.1 Tree Structure Construction

In a typical transition-based system for discourse parsing, the parsing process is modeled as a sequence of shift and reduce actions, which are applied to a stack and a queue. The stack is initialized to be empty and the queue contains all EDUs in the document. At each step, the parser performs either shift or reduce. Shift pushes the first EDU in the queue to the top of the stack, while reduce pops and merges the top elements in the stack to get a new subtree, which is then pushed back to the top of the stack. A parse tree can be finally constructed until the queue is empty and the stack only contains the complete tree. Only one classifier is learned to judge the actions at each step.

To derive a discourse tree in a unified framework, prior systems design multiple reduce actions with consideration of both nuclearity and relation types. With 3 nuclearity types and 18 relation types, the number of reduce actions exceeds 40, leading to the data sparsity problem.

In our parsing model, a transition-based system is responsible for building the naked tree without relation labels. We only design four types of actions, including: Shift, Reduce-NN, Reduce-NS, Reduce-SN. We identify span and nuclearity simultaneously in the transition-based tree construction, since nuclearity is actually closely related to the tree structure, just as the left-arc and right-arc action in dependency parsing. The number of the four actions on the training set of RST-DT corpus is shown in Table 1. Though the four actions still have an unbalanced distribution, the relatively large number of occurrences assures that the classifier in our system can be trained more sufficiently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Shift</th>
<th>Reduce-NN</th>
<th>Reduce-NS</th>
<th>Reduce-SN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>19443</td>
<td>4329</td>
<td>11702</td>
<td>3065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of the Four Actions

2.2 Relation Labeling

The most challenging subtask of discourse parsing is relation labeling. In a binarized RST discourse tree, a relation label can be determined for each internal node, describing the relation between its left and right subtrees).

We conduct relation labeling after the naked tree structure has been constructed. On one hand, the naked tree structure can provide more information to support relation classification, verified in (Feng and Hirst, 2014). For example, some relations tend to appear around the tree root while other relations would like to keep away from the root. On the other hand, we can elaborately distinguish relations at different levels, including within-sentence, across-sentence, across-paragraph. We add across-paragraph level because some relations, like textual-organization and topic-change are observed to mainly occur between paragraphs.

Therefore, we adopt three classifiers for labeling relations at different levels. We first traverse the naked tree in post order and ignore leaf nodes, since we only need to judge relations for internal nodes. Next, for each internal node, we determine

---

1Relation label is actually assigned to the satellite subtree and a “Span” label is assigned to the nucleus subtree.
whether its left and right subtrees are in different paragraphs, or the same paragraph, or the same sentence. For each level, we predict a relation label using the corresponding classifier.

### 2.3 Training

We use SVM classifiers for the four classification tasks (one action classifier and three relation classifiers). We take the linear kernel for fast training and use squared hinge loss with $L_1$ penalty on the error term. The penalty coefficient $C$ is set to 1.

The four classifiers are learned with offline training. Training instances for the action classifier are generated by converting gold parse trees into a sequence of actions. Then we extract features for each action before it is performed. Training instances for relation classifiers are prepared by traversing the gold parse trees and extracting features for the relation of each internal node.

### 3 Features

This section details the features used in our model, which are a key to the four classifiers in discourse parsing.

For the action classifier, features are extracted from the top 2 elements $S_1$, $S_2$ in the stack and the first EDU $Q_1$ in the queue. We design the feature sets for the action classifier as follows:

- **Status features**: the previous action; number of elements in the stack and queue.
- **Position features**: whether $S_1$, $S_2$ or $S_1$, $Q_1$ are in the same sentence or paragraph; whether they are start or end of a sentence, paragraph or document; distance from $S_1$, $S_2$, $Q_1$ to the start and end of document.
- **Structural features**: nuclearity type (NN, NS or SN) of $S_1$, $S_2$; number of EDUs and sentences in $S_1$, $S_2$; length comparison of $S_1$, $S_2$ with respect to EDUs and sentences.
- **Dependency features**: whether dependency relations exist between $S_1$, $S_2$ or between $S_1$, $Q_1$; the dependency direction and relation type.
- **N-gram features**: the first and the last $n$ words and their POS tags in the text of $S_1$, $S_2$, $Q_1$, where $n \in \{1, 2\}$.
- **Nucleus features**: the dependency heads of the nucleus EDUs$^2$ for $S_1$, $S_2$, $Q_1$ and their POS tags; brown clusters (Brown et al., 1992; Turian et al., 2010) of all the words in the nucleus EDUs of $S_1$, $S_2$, $Q_1$.

Next, we list all the features used for the three relation classifiers. Given an internal node $P$ in the naked tree, we aim to predict the relation between its left child $C_{left}$ and right child $C_{right}$. Dependency features, N-gram features and nucleus features discussed above are also needed, the only difference is that these features are applied to the left and right children. Other features include:

- **Refined Structural features**: nuclearity type of node $P$; distance from $P$, $C_{left}$, $C_{right}$ to the start and end of the document / paragraph / sentence with respect to paragraphs / sentences / EDUs; number of paragraphs / sentences / EDUs in $C_{left}$ and $C_{right}$; length comparison of $C_{left}$ and $C_{right}$ with respect to paragraphs / sentences / EDUs.
- **Tree features**: depth and height of the node $P$ in the tree; nuclearity type of $P$ and $P$’s grandparent node, if they exist. This feature type benefits from our stagewise parsing method.

Relation labeling classifiers at different levels pick somewhat different features from all the features. N-gram and structural features work for the three classifiers. Dependency features are only used for within-sentence classifier. Nucleus features and tree features are only used for across-sentence and across-paragraph classifiers.

### 4 Experiments

We evaluate our parser on RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) (Carlson et al., 2003) and thoroughly analyze different components of our method. Results show our parsing model achieves state-of-the-art performance on the text-level discourse parsing task.

#### 4.1 Setup

RST-DT annotates 385 documents (347 for training and 38 for testing) from the Wall Street Journal using Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988). Conventionally, we use 18 coarse-grained relations and binarize non-binary relations with right-branching (Sagee and Lavie, 2005). For preprocessing, we use the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit (Manning et al., 2014) to lemmatize words, get POS tags, segment sentences and syntactically parse them.

To directly compare with other discourse parsing systems, we employ the same evaluation met-
4.2 Results and Analysis

We compare our system against other state-of-the-art discourse parsers, shown in Table 2. Among them, Joty et al. (2013), Li et al. (2014) and Li et al. (2016) all employ CKY-like algorithms to search global optimal parsing result. Ji and Eisenstein (2014) and Heilman and Sagae (2015) use transition-based parsing systems with improvements on the feature representation. Feng and Hirst (2014) adopts a greedy approach that merges two adjacent spans at each step and two CRFs are used to predict the structure and the relation separately.

From Table 2, we can see that our method outperforms all the others with respect to span and nuclearity, and exceeds most systems on relation labeling. Especially, our method significantly outperforms other transition-based models (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Heilman and Sagae, 2015) on building the naked tree structure (span and nuclearity). This is mainly due to the proper design of actions in our transition-based system. The reason that Ji and Eisenstein (2014) achieve a high score of relation labeling may be that their latent representations are more advantageous in capturing semantics, which will inspire us to refine our features in future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joty et al. (2013)</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2014)</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ji and Eisenstein (2014)</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td><strong>61.6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feng and Hirst (2014)</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heilman and Sagae (2015)</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>57.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2016)</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td><strong>86.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>59.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human 4</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance comparison with state-of-the-art parsers.

To further explore the influence of different components in our model, we implement three simplified versions (i.e., Simp-1/2/3), as is shown in Table 3. Stage means whether two-stage strategy is adopted. Level denotes whether three kinds of relations (i.e., within-sentence, across-sentence, and across-paragraph) are differently classified, and Tree represents whether relation labeling uses tree features generated in the first stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simp-1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td><strong>84.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.7</strong></td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simp-2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simp-3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>59.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison with simplified versions.

Though the three-level relation labeling does not achieve prominent improvement, we get some interesting results via analyzing the performance on each relation. The Attribution and Same-Unit relations are the top 2 relations that we successfully classify with F-score as 0.87 and 0.83 respectively and over 90 percent of these two relations occur within sentences. This means that within-sentence relations are relatively easy to cope with. We also compare our final model with Simp-1 and results show that the Textual-Organization and Topic-Comment relations gain an increase by 20% and 8% respectively. Most of the Textual-Organization and Topic-Comment relations are loosely across paragraphs and their numbers (i.e., 148 and 130 instances in training data) are also relatively small. We can see that our method can improve on predicting infrequent relations and partly solve the data sparsity problem. At the same time, we infer that relations indeed belong to different levels and deserve fine treatment.
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we design a novel two-stage method for text-level discourse analysis. The first stage adopts the transition-based algorithm to construct naked trees with consideration of span and unclearity. The second stage categorizes relations into three levels and uses three classifiers for relation labeling. This pipelined design can mitigate the data sparsity problem in tree construction, and provide a new view of elaborately treating relations. Comprehensive experiments show the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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